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Contribution:  

What are the novel findings of this work?  

BNT162b2 vaccine is safe for use in pregnant women in view of its adverse effects 

profile and favorable short-term obstetric and neonatal outcomes. The vaccine is 

effective in inducing humoral immunity in pregnant women, although IgG levels are 

lower when compared with non-pregnant women.  

 

What are the clinical implications of this work? 

This study shows that COVID-19 vaccination of pregnant women with BNT162b2 

mRNA vaccine seems safe and effective and therefore recommending COVID-19 

vaccination of pregnant women should be strongly considered in view of the maternal 

morbidity associated with COVID-19 in pregnancy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  



Abstract 

Objective: To determine the immunogenicity and reactogenicity of Pfizer's BNT162b2 

COVID-19 vaccine among pregnant women compared with non-pregnant women, and 

to evaluate the obstetric outcome following vaccination. 

 

Methods: An observational case-control study of pregnant women, who were 

vaccinated by a 2-dose regimen of BNT162b2 vaccine during gestation between 

January-February 2021 (study group) and were compared to age-matched non-

pregnant women who received the vaccine during the same time period (control 

group).   

Participants received a digital questionnaire 1-4 weeks after the second dose and were 

asked to provide information regarding demographics, medications, medical history, 

history of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection, timing of COVID-19 vaccine doses, and side 

effects after each vaccine dose. A second digital questionnaire, regarding current 

pregnancy and delivery outcomes was sent to patients of the study group after the 

calculated due date. All recruited patients were offered a serology blood test for SARS-

CoV-2 IgG following the second vaccination dose, and SARS CoV-2 IgG levels were 

compared between the two groups.  

 

Results: Of 539 pregnant women who were recruited after completion of the 2-dose 

regimen of the vaccine, 390 returned the digital questionnaire and were included in 

the study group and compared to 260 age-matched non-pregnant women. The rate 

of most of the adverse events among pregnant women following vaccination was 

comparable to non-pregnant women except for myalgia, arthralgia and headache 

which were significantly less common among pregnant women after each dose and 

paresthesia, which was more common among the pregnant population after the 

second dose. There were no significant differences in the rates of side effects when 

receiving the vaccine at the first, second or third trimester of pregnancy. The rate of 

obstetrical complications, including uterine contractions (1.3% after the first dose and 

6.4% after the second dose), vaginal bleeding (0.2% after the first dose and 1.5% after 

the second dose), and premature rupture of membranes (0% after the first dose and 

0.7% after the second dose) were extremely low following vaccination. All maternal 



sera samples of both groups were positive for SARS CoV-2 IgG. However, pregnant 

women had significantly lower serum SARS CoV-2 IgG levels compared to non-

pregnant women (27.03 vs 34.5 respectively, p<0.001). Among 57 women, who 

delivered during the study period median gestational age at delivery was 39.5 (IQR 

38.7-40.0) weeks with no preterm birth <37 weeks and no cases of fetal or neonatal 

complications or death.  

 

Conclusions: As shown by the adverse effect profile and short-term obstetric and 

neonatal outcomes, no safety signals appeared among pregnant women who were 

vaccinated by BNT162b2vaccine at all stages of pregnancy. The vaccine is effective in 

generating humoral immune response in pregnant women, although IgG levels were 

lower than observed in non-pregnant women.  

 

  



Introduction 

The novel coronavirus, identified as severe acute respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), that causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), has led 

to substantial morbidity and mortality globally[1]. Accumulating evidence indicates 

that pregnant women are more likely to experience COVID-19 complications 

compared with non-pregnant women, including need for invasive ventilation, 

admission to an intensive care unit and death[2–8]. 

The novel BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) mRNA vaccine against COVID-19 has 

recently been shown to be effective both in a randomized trial and in a nationwide 

mass vaccination setting[9–12]. However, pregnant women were excluded from all 

initial clinical trials reviewing BNT162b2 vaccine[9–12], as well as from trials testing 

other vaccines approved by  the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The first clinical 

trial of Pfizer-BioNTech in pregnant women has begun in February 2021 and results 

have yet to be published.  

BNT162b2 vaccine is based on a novel approach which utilizes mRNA to 

synthesize  the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 ,which is recognized by the immune 

system[13,14]. Since mRNA vaccines have never been used in pregnant women prior 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, there is no data on their efficacy, effectiveness or safety 

in pregnancy, and it remains unclear whether this vaccine will drive immunity in 

pregnant women and  whether it may  affect pregnancy outcomes[15]. A recent study 

which examined vaccine-induced antibody titers in pregnant vs non-pregnant women 

showed no significant difference between groups. Antibody titers of vaccinated 

women were significantly higher than those induced by SARS-CoV-2 infection during 

pregnancy [16]. Another study demonstrated a robust maternal humeral response 

that was effectively transferred to the fetus, suggesting another  role of vaccination 

during pregnancy [17]. 

 Crucial data for decision making and counseling pregnant women regarding 

COVID-19 vaccination is still limited, and thus most medical societies and agencies 

advise that the vaccine should be offered to pregnant women after discussing risks 

and benefits and the lack of safety data with preferential administration for those at 

highest risk of severe infection[18–20].   



We herein a report on the vaccine-induced immunity and adverse events of 

BNT162b2 vaccine among pregnant patients compared with non-pregnant women.  

  



Materials and Methods  

Study Design and Participants 

An observational case-control study of pregnant women who were vaccinated 

by a 2-dose regimen of BNT162b2 (Pfizer/BioNTech) vaccine between 2-40 weeks of 

gestation and were recruited via social media publications (study group). Pregnant 

women who gave birth or had an abortion before the second dose of vaccine were 

excluded. The study group was matched 1.5:1 by age to a control group of non-

pregnant female patients, who received a 2-dose regimen of BNT162b2 

(Pfizer/BioNTech) vaccine at Sheba medical center, during the same time period. The 

control group was recruited by the Infection Prevention & Control Unit of Sheba 

medical center, as part of a population cohort study.  

Participants in both groups received a digital questionnaire 1-4 weeks after the 

second dose and were asked to provide information regarding demographics, 

medications, medical history as well as history of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection, timing 

of COVID-19 vaccine doses, and side effects after each vaccine dose. The side effects 

that participants were asked about were redness/swelling/pain around the area of 

injection, rash, fever (>38 Celsius degrees), severe fatigue, arthralgia, myalgia, axillary 

lymphadenopathy, paresthesia and headache. Pregnant women in the study group 

were also questioned about obstetric symptoms following vaccination including 

uterine contractions, vaginal bleeding or rupture of membranes during the first 7 days 

after each dose. A second digital questionnaire, regarding current pregnancy and 

delivery outcomes was sent to patients of the study group after calculated due date.  

All patients were offered a serology blood test for SARS-CoV-2 IgG following 

the second vaccination dose. For this analysis patients from the study group were 

matched 1:1 by time from vaccine, age and body-mass index (BMI) to patients of the 

control group mentioned above.  

 

Sample Collection, Processing and Antibody Quantification  

A single blood sample was collected 2 weeks to 2 months after the second dose 

of vaccine. Blood was collected by venipuncture into a serum separator tubes. All 

samples were centrifuged at 4000g for 4 minutes at room temperature.  



The samples were tested for SARS-COV-2 Receptor-Binding-Domain (RBD) IgG 

using the commercial automatic immunoassay access SARS-CoV-2 IgG (Beckman 

Coulter, CA, USA), which is a two-step enzyme immunoassay, according to 

manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, a sample was added to a reaction vessel with 

buffer, and paramagnetic particles coated with recombinant SARS-CoV-2 protein 

specific for the RBD of the S1 protein. After incubation in a reaction vessel, materials 

bound to the solid phase were held in a magnetic field while unbound materials were 

washed away. A monoclonal anti-human IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugate was 

added and the conjugate binds to the IgG antibodies captured on the particles. A 

second separation and wash step remove unbound conjugate. A chemiluminescent 

substrate was added to the vessel and light generated by the reaction was measured 

with a luminometer. The light production was compared to the cut-off value defined 

during calibration of the instrument. 

Test results were determined automatically by the system software. Detection 

of analyte in the sample was determined from the measured light production by 

means of the stored calibration data. Titer < 0.8 S/CO SARS-CoV-2 IgG was reported as 

non- reactive, titer ≥ 0.8 to <1.0 S/CO SARS-CoV-2 IgG was reported as equivocal, and 

titer ≥ 1.0 S/CO SARS-CoV-2 IgG was reported as reactive. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Normally distributed continuous data were described using mean ± standard 

deviation (SD), while non-normally distributed data were described using median and 

interquartile range (IQR). Univariate analyses were performed by the t-test for 

normally distributed continuous variables, and Mann-Whitney for non-normally 

distributed continuous variables. Chi-square test or Fisher's exact test for small cell 

sizes were used for categorical variables. Spearman correlation evaluated the 

association between gestational age at time of second vaccine to sera levels of SARS-

CoV-2 IgG. One-way ANOVA test evaluated the association between pregnancy 

trimester at time of second vaccine and sera SARS-CoV-2 IgG levels. Significance was 

accepted at p ≤0.05. All analyses were conducted using SPSS 24 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 

IL). 

 



Ethics  

The study was approved by the Sheba Medical Center Institutional Review Board 

(8042-21). All participants provided an informed consent, either telephonically for the 

digital questionnaire or a written informed consent for participants who were tested 

for reactive Covid-19 antibodies. 

 



Results  

Of 539 pregnant women who were recruited after completion of the 2-dose 

regimen of the vaccine, 390 returned the digital questionnaire and were included in 

the study group and matched by age to a control group of 260 non-pregnant women 

(Figure 1). Baseline characteristics of the study and control groups are shown in Table 

1. Both groups were comparable with respect to BMI and underlying medical 

conditions.  

 

Reactogenicity 

A comparison of adverse events between the study and control groups is 

shown in Table 2. Myalgia, arthralgia and headache were significantly less common 

among the study group compared with the control study group following both the first 

and second doses of the vaccine, while axillary lymphedema was significantly less 

common in the study group only after the second dose of the vaccine. In contrast, 

paresthesia was more common among the study group patients compared with the 

control group after the second dose. Other adverse events including local pain, rash, 

fever and fatigue did not differ between the two groups. Of note, fever > 38°C was 

experienced by 1.5% of pregnant women after the first dose and by 9% after the 

second dose of vaccination, but only 0.8% of pregnant women had fever of 39°C and 

above following vaccination, all of them were after the second dose. Moreover, the 

incidence of obstetric complications following vaccination was extremely low: uterine 

contractions occurred in 5 (1.3%) patients after the first dose and in 25 (6.4%) patients 

after the second of vaccination. However, in 15 (60%) of the 25 patients who 

experienced contractions following the second dose, it occurred after 34 weeks of 

gestation, and in none of them it resulted in preterm birth. In addition, vaginal 

bleeding was reported in only one (0.2%) patient after the first dose and 6 (1.5%) 

patients after the second dose of vaccination. There were no cases of premature 

rupture of membranes (PROM) during the first 7 days after the first dose of 

vaccination, while 3 (0.7%) patients experienced PROM after the second dose at 36+3, 

36+4, 37+1 weeks of gestation. 

A sub-analysis of adverse events in pregnancy according to pregnancy 

trimester at time of vaccination is shown in table 3. 76 participants were vaccinated 



during the first trimester of pregnancy, 193 during the second trimester and 121 

during the third. There were no differences in the rates of side effects when patients 

were vaccinated at the first, second or third trimester except uterine contractions, 

which were significantly more common after the second dose during the third 

trimester.  

 

Immunogenicity  

Of the 539 enrolled patients, 96 pregnant patients were tested for SARS CoV-

2 IgG 2 weeks to 2 months following the second vaccination dose. Patients who were 

tested did not differ by age or BMI from patients who were not tested. The patients 

who were tested were compared to non-pregnant female patients (table 4). Patients 

of the study group were younger compared to non-pregnant controls but vaccine to 

sampling interval and BMI did not differ between the two groups. All maternal sera 

samples of both study group patients and controls were positive for SARS CoV-2 IgG. 

However, pregnant women had significantly lower SARS CoV-2 IgG levels in maternal 

serum compared to non-pregnant women (27.03 ± 10.72 vs 34.35 ± 10.25, 

respectively, p<0.001). Vaccine- induced SARS CoV-2 IgG levels in maternal serum did 

not differ by trimester of vaccination and were not associated with gestational age at 

vaccination.  

 

Obstetric, delivery and neonatal outcomes 

Of 538 enrolled patients, 72 delivered during the study period, of whom 57 

completed a second questionnaire regarding obstetric, delivery and neonatal 

outcomes. All 57 patients were vaccinated after 26 weeks of gestation at a median 

gestational age of 32.4 (IQR 31.2-33.6) weeks. Outcomes are shown in table 5. Median 

gestational age at delivery was 39.5 (IQR 38.7-40.0) weeks with no preterm birth <37 

weeks. Mean weight at birth was 3269±410 grams. None of the pregnancies were 

complicated by fetal or neonatal death, and two (3.5%) neonates required NICU 

admission for respiratory support.   

 

 



Discussion 

Our study examined the safety and immunogenicity of the BNT162b2 vaccine 

in pregnant women. We have shown that there were no added adverse effects in 

pregnant compared with non-pregnant women. Furthermore, several adverse effects 

were significantly more common in the control group. Timing of vaccination during 

pregnancy did not affect the rate or profile of adverse effects.  

Our study also showed that the BNT162b2 vaccine induced humoral immunity 

in all vaccinated pregnant women, although IgG levels were lower in pregnant 

compared to non-pregnant women. The clinical significance of this difference is 

unclear, particularly since these levels were still much higher than levels reported in 

COVID-19 recovered patients. 

Although our study was not designed to test obstetric outcomes, as pregnant 

non-vaccinated women were not compared, it showed that BNT162b2 vaccination in 

pregnancy is associated with favorable obstetric and neonatal outcomes, comparable 

to those reported in the general pregnant population. In line with our findings, the 

CDC has recently published data indicating no significant differences in adverse 

reactions to the vaccine in pregnant vs. non-pregnant women aged 16-54 years[20].  

In Pfizer's clinical trial of BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine fever occurred in 3.7% of 

participants after dose 1 and 15.8% after second dose[10]. Fever in the first trimester 

of pregnancy has been associated with increased risk for certain types of birth defects, 

although the absolute risk is small[21]. Our data showing a very low rate of fever 

following vaccination in pregnant women is reassuring.  

Furthermore, the risk for obstetric complications following COVID-19 

vaccination seems negligible. For example, the rate of first trimester bleeding 

following vaccination was only 3.9%, which is extremely low when compared to the 

accepted known rate of 16%-27% [22,23]. Similarly, the rates of second and third 

trimester bleeding following vaccination in our study group were 1.6 and 0.8% 

respectively, much lower than 2-5% rate reported in the literature[24]. We presume 

that the increased probability for uterine contractions following the second dose in 

women who were vaccinated in the third trimester can be attributed to their 

advanced gestational age. However, in none of the patients, uterine contractions 

following vaccination resulted in preterm birth. Likewise, the CDC has reported on 



similar incidence of adverse pregnancy outcomes in pregnant women vaccinated 

against COVID-19 compared to pregnant women included in studies that were 

conducted before the COVID-19 pandemic[20]. 

We showed that BNT162b2 vaccine generated humoral immunity among the 

96 patients of the cohort who were tested. While the mean IgG level was statistically 

lower than that developed in non-pregnant women, the clinical significance of this is 

yet to be determined. In contrast to our results, Gray et al. reported on equivalent 

vaccine induced antibody titers in 84 pregnant women vs. 16 non-pregnant women. 

No differences in antibody titers by trimester of vaccination were observed[16]. Those 

findings should be considered with caution since that study was based on two 

different types of vaccines, and the number of patients included was small. It is 

unlikely that the difference in antibody levels observed in our study between pregnant 

and non-pregnant women is related to the two-year age difference between the 

groups as Polack et al. have showed similar vaccine effectiveness across age 

groups[10]. The decreased vaccine-induced antibody levels in pregnant vs non-

pregnant women observed in our study may be explained by the relative 

immunosuppressed state, which characterizes pregnant women. Of note, in addition 

to humoral immunity, the BNT162b2 vaccine induces cellular immune response, which 

complement the antibody response but is difficult to quantify. The effect of the 

vaccine on the cellular immune system may impair the balance between different T 

cells, which maintains fetal tolerance and theoretically may lead to adverse pregnancy 

outcomes such as abortion, preterm birth and preeclampsia[15]. However, our 

preliminary data indicates favorable obstetric outcomes following vaccination with 

similar rates of pregnancy complications to the general population.  Data 

regarding mRNA vaccines in pregnant women is limited to 12 pregnant women who 

were inadvertently enrolled in Pfizer’s clinical trial to the vaccine group [10] and small 

cohort trials recently published [16,20]. Consequently, conflicting statements were 

published by public health groups with respect to the need of pregnant women to be 

vaccinated creating great confusion. Therefore, the data presented in this current 

study is important and reassuring by showing low rate of adverse events, including 

obstetrical and neonatal complications following BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine in 

pregnant women.  



Clinical trials assessing pregnancy outcome and efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines 

in pregnant women are urgently needed. It is crucial to detect the advisable timing of 

vaccination across all three trimesters, in order to optimize the balance between the 

vaccine's efficacy and maternal and fetal safety. Moreover, aiming to provide 

evidence-based recommendations, future studies should evaluate maternal-neonatal 

transfer of SARS-COV-2 antibodies, as well as long term infants’ outcomes after 

administration of COVID-19 vaccine during pregnancy.  

This is one of the largest studies to date on pregnant women who were 

vaccinated with the same type of COVID-19 vaccine evaluating safety and 

immunogenicity. Second, the study patients were compared to a relatively large and 

well-matched group of non-pregnant women. Lastly, all the serology blood samples 

were processed at the same laboratory, preventing data mismatch and bias.   

Our study was limited by a short time frame and consequently only a small 

number of participants delivered restricting our ability to reach firm conclusions 

regarding obstetric and neonatal outcomes.  Second, we did not have a matched 

control group of pregnant unvaccinated women to demonstrate obstetric outcomes 

related to the vaccine, yet the favorable pregnancy outcomes are very reassuring. 

Moreover, despite measurement of antibody levels indicating humoral immunity, we 

were unable to assess vaccine clinical effectiveness. Another limitation is derived from 

using questionnaires which could lead to some respondent’s biases, as well as lack of 

data regarding the 149 pregnant women who did not answer the questionnaire.  

To conclude, Pfizer’s BNT162B2 COVID-19 vaccine seems to be safe for use in 

pregnant women at all stages of pregnancy and seems to be highly immunogenic in 

pregnant women. 
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Figures  

Figure 1: Flow-chart of study participants’ enrollment 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Flow chart showing the enrollment of the study and control population 

 

Table 1. Baseline characteristics  

P value control group 

(n=260) 

study group 

(n=390) 

 

0.65 32.4 ± 3.7 32.5 ± 3.7 Age (years) 

0.18 23.8 ± 5.4 24.4 ± 5.2 BMI (kg/m2) 

0.69 2 (0.7) 2 (0.5) Chronic hypertension 

0.15 4(1.5) 13(3.3) Diabetes 

0.15 0 (0) 3 (0.7) Chronic heart disease 

0.5 5 (1.9) 21 (5.3) Chronic lung disease 

Data are presented as median (IQR), mean± sd or n (%). 

BMI- body mass index 

539 pregnant 

patients enrolled 

390 completed first 

questionnaire 

260 non- pregnant 

matched controls 

57 completed second 

questionnaire 

91 delivered during 

the study period 

96 non- pregnant 

matched controls 

tested for reactive 

antibodies 

96 tested for 

reactive antibodies 
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Table 2: Adverse Events after first and second dose of BNT162b2 vaccine 

 First dose Second dose 

Study 

(n=390) 

Control 

(n=260) 

P 

value 

Study 

(n=390) 

Control 

(n=260) 

P 

value 

Local pain/swelling 358 (91.8) 250 (96.2) 0.02 360 (92.4) 235 (90.4) 0.38 

Rash 3 (0.8) 2 (0.8) 1.0 4 (1.0) 1 (0.4) 0.35 

Fever> 38°C 6 (1.5) 1 (0.4) 0.16 35 (9.0) 26 (10.0) 0.66 

Severe fatigue 100 (25.6) 72 (27.7) 0.56 220 (56.4) 154 (59.2)  0.47 

Arthralgia 4 (1.0) 10 (3.8) 0.01 16 (4.1) 56 (21.5) <0.001 

Myalgia 23 (5.9) 50 (19.2) <0.001 94 (24.1) 128 (49.2) <0.001 

Axillary 1 (0.3) 4 (1.5) 0.08 8 (2.1) 25 (9.6) <0.001 
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lymphedema 

Paresthesia 9 (2.3) 4 (1.5) 0.49 18 (4.6) 3 (1.2) 0.01 

Headache 18 (4.6) 45 (17.3) <0.001 40  (10.3) 127 (48.8) <0.001 

Contractions 5 (1.3) N/A N/A 25 (6.4) N/A N/A 

Vaginal bleeding 1 (0.2) N/A N/A 6 (1.5) N/A N/A 

Premature rupture 

of membranes 

0 (0) N/A N/A 3 (0.7) N/A N/A 

Data are presented as n (%) 
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Table 3: Adverse events after first and second dose of BNT162b2 vaccine by timing of 

vaccination during pregnancy 

 First dose Second dose 

1st 

trimester 

(n=76) 

2nd 

trimester 

(n=193) 

3rd 

trimester 

(n=121) 

P 

value 

1st 

trimester 

(n=52) 

2nd 

trimester 

(n=154) 

3rd 

trimester 

(n=184) 

P 

value 

Rash 0 (0) 2 (1) 1 (0.8) 0.68 0 (0) 2 (1.3) 3 (1.6) 0.65 

Fever >38 

Celsius 

degrees) 

1 (1.3) 4 (2.1) 1 (0.8) 0.67 7 (13.5) 13 (8.4) 15 (8.2) 0.48 

Fever >39 

Celsius 

degrees) 

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) N/A 1 (1.3) 2 (1.03) 0 (0) 0.24 

Severe 

fatigue 

20 (26.3) 54 (28.0) 26 (21.5) 0.44 35 (67.3) 89 (57.8) 96 (52.2) 0.14 

Arthralgia 0 (0) 4 (2.1) 0 (0) 0.13 2 (3.8) 10 (6.5) 4 (2.2) 0.14 

Myalgia 5 (6.6) 14 (7.3) 4 (3.3) 0.34 15 (28.8) 38 (24.7) 41 (22.3) 0.61 

Axillary 

lymphedema 

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0.8) 0.33 3 (5.8) 1 (0.6) 4 (2.2) 0.08 

Paresthesia 2 (2.6) 5 (2.6) 2 (1.7) 0.85 3 (5.8) 9 (5.8) 6 (3.3) 0.48 

Headache 5 (6.6) 8 (4.1) 5 (4.1) 0.66 2 (3.8) 21 (13.6) 17 (9.2) 0.11 

Contractions 0 (0) 2 (1.0) 3 (2.5) 0.29 0 (0) 2 (1.3) 23 (12.5) <0.001 

Vaginal 

bleeding 

1 (1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.13 2 (3.8) 2 (1.3) 2 (1.1) 0.34 

Premature 

rupture of 

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) N/A 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (1.6) 0.18 
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membranes 

Data are presented as n (%) 
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Table 4: Maternal blood serology for COVID-19 specific antibodies 

 Study (n=96) Control (n=96) P value 

Maternal serum IgG 27.03±10.72 34.35±10.25 <0.001 

2nd vaccine to 

sampling interval 

(days) 

28.0 (25.25-31.0) 29.0 (27.0-29.0) 0.99  

BMI (kg/m2) 24.45±5.52 25.13± 5.37 0.3   

Age (years) 32.7± 3.7 34.8 ± 4.5 0.001   

Data are presented as mean ± sd or as median (IQR) 

BMI- body mass index 
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Table 5: Obstetric, delivery and neonatal outcomes 

Outcome Value (n=57) 

Gestational age at birth 

(weeks) 

39.5 (38.7-40.0) 

Premature delivery<37 w 0 (0) 

Weight at birth (grams) 3269±410 

Miscarriage or IUFD 0 (0) 

PIH or Preeclampsia 1 (1.8) 

SGA 3 (5.3) 

Gestational diabetes 4 (7) 

Placental abruption 2 (3.5) 

Oligohydramnios 1 (1.8) 

Polyhydramnios  2 (3.5) 

Induction of labor 17 (29.8) 

Vacuum/Forceps assisted 

delivery 

2 (3.5) 

Elective cesarean section 3 (5.3) 

Emergency cesarean section 7 (12.3) 

Post-partum hemorrhage 6 (10.5) 

Endometritis 1 (1.8) 

Neonatal death 0 (0) 

Neonatal CPR 0 (0) 

Neonatal oxygen support 2 (3.5) 

Neonatal  invasive ventilation 2 (3.5) 

Neonatal fever 0 (0) 

NICU hospitalization* 2 (3.5) 

Data are presented as n (%), mean ± sd or as median (IQR) 

Abbreviations: SGA- small for gestational age (birth weight < 10th centile), CPR- cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation, NICU- neonatal intensive care unit. 

* Two neonates were hospitalized in NICU after birth, both due to requirement for invasive 

ventilation. One of them was diagnosed with RDS.  
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